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Parallel corpora are becoming an important source of reference for many language-related domains 
including machine and human translation, contrastive language study and Foreign Language Teaching 
(Brown et al. 1993, Malmkjaer 1998, Ebeling 1998, Barlow 1996a, b). The successful application of 
parallel texts in any of these domains depends on the presence of parallel concordancing programs that 
enable search and analysis of large quantities of aligned bitexts. 

The paper will present the English-Polish Parallel Corpus (EPPC) collected by the author and an free 
online parallel concordance program (PACO) for search and analysis of EPPC. 

EPPC is a 52-million-token parallel bi-directional corpus aligned at the sentence level. It is composed 
of mainly literary, legal and computer-science texts. EPPC is lemmatised and annotated for part of 
speech and inflection. Each sentence in EPPC is also annotated for the frequency of its component 
words as verified against monolingual reference corpora. 

PACO is a parallel concordancer with a Web interface for search and analysis of XML-annotated 
parallel corpora. PACO applied to the EPPC provides boolean search of its content and of its 
annotation layers. The search may be limited to selected sections of EPPC if necessary. PACO also 
provides descriptive statistics about the corpus text and annotation tags. 

An important feature of PACO is that it can be used to add user-defined texts to EPPC. Newly added 
texts are automatically aligned at the sentence level by means of the hunalign module (Halácsy et al. 
2005), indexed and added to the corpus. 

PACO additionally enables the analysis of bilingual terminology automatically induced from the EPPC 
content by means of word-alignment IBM model 1 algorithm (Brown et al. 1993). 

The paper will present how PACO can be used in Machine Translation, Computer Assisted 
Translation, bilingual Polish-English lexicography and teaching English as a foreign language. 
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